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Theatre presents Coward classic in ‘living black-and-white’

EDDINGTON – In the world of Technicolor entertainment in which we live, it can be easy to forget that our viewing experiences once existed in a realm of black and
white.

Ten Bucks Theatre Company wants to transport you back to that time with their production of Noel Coward’s “Blithe Spirit,” running through April 13 at Comins Hall in

Eddington.

And how are they planning to do that, you ask? By creating a stage space consisting of blacks, whites and grays. Even the actors are decked out in black and white

clothing and gray makeup. When Ten Bucks says “living black-and-white,” they aren’t kidding around.

They even lead things off with a live radio play – “The Strange Dr. Weird – Journey into the Unknown.” Moira Beale, Heather Dunbar, Greg Littlefield, Nathan Roach and

Collette Sabbagh come together to offer audiences an installment in a radio serial – a 15-minute appetizer leading up to the full-length entrée.

The main attraction features Adam Cousins as Charles Condomine, a socialite and novelist living in the English countryside along with his wife Ruth (Rebeckah Kay

Perry). As fodder for his new novel, Charles arranges a séance with eccentric local medium Madame Arcati (Andrea Littlefield). He invites his friends Dr. and Mrs.

Bradman (Ben Layman and Christina Belknap) to join in the fun. Charles is essentially hoping to pick up some jargon, a trick or two and generally have a laugh at the

whole thing.

But it soon becomes apparent that, far from being the con artist Charles believed her to be, Madame Arcati is a greatly gifted purveyor of the unknown; she’s actually

able to reach beyond the veil and contact the Other Side. Unfortunately for Charles, the spirit she contacts winds up being that of his seven-years-dead first wife Elvira

(Katie Toole) – and she’s not at all inclined to make her visit a quiet one.

Charles now finds himself forced to deal with the wants and needs of not one, but two wives – one of whom just happens to be an ectoplasmic manifestation. And

despite the best efforts of Madame Arcati, it appears that there’s no easy way to get life back to normal.

There’s no getting around it – the concept is inspired. The aesthetic is so engaging – the gasps upon the first actor entrance are audible. The stage picture is simply

striking, though the overall consistency is thorough enough to allow you to forget what you’re seeing…right up until that first splash of color hits the eye and you’re

enchanted all over again. Director Elaine Bard has brought something stunning and unique to life here. She also designed the set, which works in tandem with Toole’s

costume design and Sue Dunham Shane’s lighting – not to mention the makeup – to bring forth an utterly enthralling visual experience.

But it’s not all about the aesthetics. Noel Coward is the sort of fast-paced, wit-laden work at which Ten Bucks typically excels, so it’s no surprise that the performances
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are more than worthy of the exquisite production design.

Cousins is fantastic as the sharp-tongued Charles, displaying a gift for spitting out tongue-twisting witticisms at speed with nary a blink. Add to that an undeniable knack

for physical comedy – his takes alone are things of comic beauty – and you’ve got an exceptional performance. Perry imbues Ruth with an acerbic tone that permeates

throughout; she makes for a dynamic foil for Cousins. And Toole strikes a wonderful balance in her portrayal of the ghostly Elvira, lending her an ethereal quality while still

informing her with a biting sassiness.

Littlefield is a dynamo as Madame Arcati, bustling across the stage with seemingly boundless energy; the atmosphere crackles when she starts rolling. Yet even with that

energy, she manages to avoid overstepping – she skates right up to the edge of too much without ever tumbling over. Layman is engagingly gruff as the skeptical Dr.

Bradman, while Belknap is brash and brassy as his lovely wife. And lest we forget, Brittany Blais offers up some delightful comedic physicality as the Condomines’ maid

Edith.

“Blithe Spirit” is a show that has been done and done and done again, yet Bard and Ten Bucks have found a way to breathe new life into a classic. It might seem

counterintuitive to move a play into the future by looking into the past, but that’s just what they’ve done.

And, it must be said, done beautifully.  
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